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About This Game

Smash Halloween Pumpkins: The Challenge is a 2D Old School Action Platformer in which the mission of the player is to
smash as many pumpkins as possible within a limited time period. Do you love smashing pumpkins? This is the game for you!

Pumpkins have turned into Zombies and started eating on the human beings to avenge the death of their Pumpkin Brothers. So,
the Leader of all the pumpkins commanded all of them to attack the human race with an ambition to rule over the world.
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But one man stands against the Pumpkins to eliminate all of them in a Stormy Halloween Night. Will he be able to accomplish
his mission?

You need to eliminate a certain number of Pumpkins within a limited time period and unlock the door to go to the next level. If
you can kill extra pumpkins, it will also count. Be the best at exploding Pumpkins!

Key Features:

15 Levels to Play!

Lots of enemies and traps.

Two types of firing modes like shotgun and Rocket Launcher.

Kill as many Pumpkins as you can within a limited time.

3 Boss Battles!

Challenging situations and hard to master.

Unlock the door by killing the Pumpkin enemies.

Note from the Developer: I have done all the graphics, pixel artwork, level design, programming myself except for the music. I
hope you will enjoy the game.
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Title: Smash Halloween Pumpkins: The Challenge
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Anamik Majumdar
Publisher:
Anamik Majumdar
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8/8.1, 10

Processor: Dual Core 1 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB of Video Memory, Capable of Shader Model 2.0+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Any Compatible Sound Card

English
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smash halloween pumpkins the challenge

Holy Grail of my childhood. I consider this gem as the best PC classic platformer of 90s (at least first half). I must admit there
is noticable input latency (I play on keyboard) but it's easy to used to it. If you are skilled game may seems bit short, but it
depends of your completion rate of course. Maybe I don't have same feeling replaying this game as I was kid but still it's very
good game!. MY FIRST STEAM PURCHASED. Aventura grafica cojonuda!. Short and sweet: This table is fun and easy to
play.

It plays like what shooting the rapids would probably be if it came out in the year 2000. I like the spinny wheel the most because
it feels a little more random. I also like hitting the man in the canoe for easy points.. What can I say about this game: loved the
original Barrow Hill, love this one as well. It has a different feel to it, but it feels familiar as well. It had some issues upon
launch, but when I reported them, the developer answered back that he was already fixing the issues people found. Wish more
developers did that.. Nice ez game !!
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cant load or play very dissapointed had to uninstall still no luck ??. Really slick. Has player movement which can be problems,
but the positional movement didn't seem to impact motion sickness but the rotation does, feels like it needs an option to turn
that rotation speed down. And add that to the time trial nature of everything means this can be an intense game for eye strain.
Having to use a controller sucks. I know it makes sense for the game, but the virtual hands in the world map to 2 joysticks and it
seems like these conuld be emulated somehow with Vive controllers.
This is still a great game though. Nice art style, good progression structure, weapons feel cool, but it sure feels like they are
stretching content. I blasted through more than half of it in this first session (30mins?). Lots of repetition in mission types, the
narrative is that you are training and maybe it will get real in the later mission groups.. I am a tennis fan, I love to play tennis
too. This is without a doubt the best tennis video game I ever played. I can understand some of the bad reviews but maybe it was
patched recently or what not. I got it on sale from one online game shop at a great price just 4 days ago. After setting my
graphics settings (maxed 4k 40" on 1070 GTX) I jumped right in to the career mode, created a player most reassembling myself
a gradually learned the controls, which are not configurable but are very logical and I like them. After about 13 hours of career
gameplay I maxed the level but you still develop throughout the card system.

If you follow tennis and play tennis in real life then you will understand that this game has just brilliant mechanics. The are so
many moment of genius, not the least supported by John McEnroe's commentary. The commentary can be off sometimes but
then you play a great dropshot following by John commentig 'That was well consealed' and such and all is forgiven. The game
difficulty is just about perfect and as close to the real life as it can get now. I so much cherrished a hard fought win over first
real name player 'Kyle Emdmund' after being beaten like 3x before, and quite comprenhesively, by Roger, before that by
Raonic, Jeremy Chardy etc. I have yet to win a grandslam and I played in like 12 already maybe if not more...

The career mode is not overly spoiled by unecessary prolonged training sessions like in Virtua Tennis, which I loved playing in
the past on PC and PSP. You really have to work so hard at some points in matches, to win some crucial pioints. 40 stroke
rallies are not a norm but you get them at time too :-) Stamina system si well ballenced and nuanced by your choice of cards. I
have yet to unlock all of them as I have maybe unlocked like 5-10% of them.

The only bit missing is multiplayer but that is supposed to be added at some point. But the career mode is soo enjoyable and the
mechanics makes it a thriller, in the positive way. Te hendings of my fingers are still numb from how hard you have to play :-).
It's intersting for the concept alone but the clunkiness of implementation is sometimes frustrating.. It doesn't work for some
reason
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